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Abstract

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is a promising method for enhancing the throughput in visible light
communication (VLC) networks. In NOMA, signal power domain control, called gain ratio power allocation (GRPA), can
significantly improve the user sum rate with full-time frequency resource utilization. In indoor NOMA-VLC networks,
the scenario in which users are covered by VLC illuminants on the ceiling is typical. First, this paper proposes a novel
GRPA strategy for a single VLC cell. Second, due to the difficulty of direct comparisons between our and previously
reported GRPA strategies, this paper presents an alternative lower bound for comparability. Third, in two- and three-
user cases, this paper analytically demonstrates that our NOMA-VLC GRPA strategy outperforms the aforementioned
strategy, when successive interference cancellation (SIC) is used. Moreover, in the multi-user case, experimental results
show that the average user data rate (AUDR) of multi-user cases under our strategy is better than that under the
previous strategy. Finally, our paper provides both analytic and numerical results to prove that VLC single-cell system
throughput under our strategy is better than that under the previous strategy. The proposed alternative lower bound
is also proved to fit the original NOMA-VLC GRPA target asymptotically based on indoor VLC channels. Furthermore, to
achieve the same AUDR, our strategy supports worse received conditions than does the previous strategy.

Keywords: Visible light communication networks, Non-orthogonal multiple access, Gain ratio power allocation,
Alternative lower bound, Single cell

1 Introduction
While current wireless local area network (WLAN) imple-
mentations reach the wireless fidelity (WiFi) consumer
market with triple-band demand, optical wireless com-
munications (OWC), specifically those based on indoor
visible light communication (VLC) technology or light
fidelity (LiFi), possess a broad spectrum and ubiquitous
layout. When used for WLAN, VLC [1] utilizes a light-
emitting diode (LED) to transmit visible light data. From
the physical layer to the network layer, studies on VLC
have gradually explored networking issues related to the
design andmaintenance of VLC networks. VLC links have
directionality and vulnerability characteristics, owing to
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the straight propagation and common obstruction of vis-
ible light, respectively. Therefore, research on VLC net-
working encounters several challenges related to these
characteristics that differ from those of either wireless
fidelity or femtocell networks, such as illuminant lay-
out design, VLC multi-user access, visible light channel
resource allocation, and mobility management.
Next-generation wireless communication involves three

types of density requirements [2], i.e., high user density,
high traffic density and high access point (AP) deploy-
ment. Regarding high user density, scenarios such as those
involving several users at home, dozens of users in the
office or hundreds of users in the mall may evolve into
an indoor ultra dense network (UDN) if user density
increases. For the example of an office, the correspond-
ing employee density is 0.25 person/m2. With respect
to high traffic density, sharing high-definition videos
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based on indoor virtual reality will lead to high traf-
fic density reaching nearly 10 Mbps/m2. Regarding high
AP density, in traditional cellular networks, the cellular
range is greater than 500 m and fewer than approxi-
mately 3 to 5 base stations cover 1 km2, which can-
not ensure sufficiently high throughput for crowded and
building-blocked users. For traditional macrocells and
femtocells [3, 4], the continuous deployment of radio
services, such as base station and communication stan-
dard uses, cause the limited bandwidth usage and rare
resource access.
Correspondingly, indoor VLC APs with UDN network-

ing is an efficient way to improve the system traffic capac-
ity and user experience [1], particularly in hotspot areas
[2]. For high user density, the indoor VLC network is
an important small cell scheme for increasing the cover-
age of remote public devices and maintaining high-speed
communication in the last-meter prolongation of back-
bone networks. Ubiquitous VLC illuminants have certain
demands for dividing indoor crowds into several inde-
pendent subclusters or single cells [5]. For high traffic
density, VLC considers broad optical spectrum resources
to make wireless broadband local area communication
possible and meet very high area traffic requirements
[1, 6]. For high AP density, the AP deployment of VLC
systems in a room can be dense and arbitrary [7], which
increases the flexibility of deployments [2]. However, VLC
remains challenging in several respects. Because VLC
involves worse path loss and higher frequency than mm-
wave communications do, the sizes of VLC cells may be
reduced, leading to the concept of VLC attocells [1, 8]
that are smaller than domestic microcells or femtocells.
In the interior of a room, VLC cells, as an ultra dense
local network, may lead to ultra dense interference of
inter and intra VLC cells with a smaller coverage than
radio frequency (RF) communication. Hence, for capacity
improvement and interference mitigation, novel multi-
ple user access and power control mechanisms should be
taken in account within VLC attocells.
To maximize the advantages of high-density cover-

age within a VLC cell, non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) [9–12] as a promising candidate for next-
generation wireless networks, has been introduced into
VLC networks for promoting of network system through-
put. Compared with orthogonal multiple access (OMA)
[5, 13], NOMA can exploit the entire bandwidth for
the time-frequency utilization of all degrees of freedom
to increase spectral efficiency. Furthermore, NOMA is
designed to allocate more signal power to users experi-
encing poor channel conditions. It is intended to enhance
the data rate of edge users and alleviate the near-far effect
without degrading the performance of central users. In
NOMA, gain ratio power allocation (GRPA) [5, 11, 14]
considers user channel conditions to ensure efficient and

fair power allocation of LED transmitted signal power,
while enhancing the achievable throughput in VLC net-
works. In RF and VLC, the power allocation of NOMA
extends research goals in several major respects, such as
user fairness [15, 16], channel allocation [17, 18], user
scheduling [7, 9, 18], energy efficiency [9, 19–21], quality
of service (QoS) requirement [9, 10, 22, 23], and sum rate
maximization [11, 16, 24, 25].
GRPA studies related to bothNOMA and VLC are listed

as follows. In [9], a power allocation strategy considering
residual interference was optimized by the QoS constraint
and numerical search with both max-min and max-sum
rate criteria. In [10], analytical expressions of user out-
age probability for guaranteed QoS and an ergodic sum
rate for opportunistic best-effort service were derived. In
[11, 26], a GRPA strategy based on a power law criterion
that considers user channel conditions was presented. In
[15], researchers investigate a downlink power control
strategy involving user fairness and unique intensity con-
straints for optical modulations. In [23], comprehensive
numerical results verify the superiority of NOMA-VLC
in achieving a satisfactory QoS target rate by random
receiver orientation. Vertical angle information can com-
pensate for the loss in user rates by incorporating suit-
able power allocation coefficients, which are inversely
proportional to the channel quality of the respective
NOMA user.
In summary, solutions are of the following two types,

i.e., numerical search and strategy design. It is diffi-
cult to yield the optimal solution with either method,
because the power allocation optimization problem for
NOMA is mathematically NP-hard [17, 18, 27]. This
paper focuses on the development of a centralized power
control strategy within a VLC single cell. Although
the implementation of a centralized controller in dense
multi-tier heterogeneous wireless networks is not feasi-
ble [4], the centralized control may expediently handle
with the channel status information of connected users
[28] and thereby reduce interference for careful resource
scheduling in small cells. Even in a single cell, very
high user density can introduce multi-user interference,
which deserves further investigation as well. Therefore,
to better support advanced resource management, the
centralized management of VLC APs is necessary to mea-
sure users’ channel environment and implement signal
power allocation.
However, GRPA problems in NOMA-VLC [29] net-

works have not yet been solved. In view of the difficulty
of obtaining a generalized GRPA solution, the method
of numerical search has the shortcoming of expensive
computing, but using such strategies is convenient for
real-time processing. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on
GRPA strategies of NOMA in a VLC network and achieve
the following works.
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• Due to the complex mathematical expansion of a
NOMA-VLC throughput target, this paper provides
an alternative lower bound as an approximate target
to evaluate the performance of the VLC user data
rate for NOMAmathematical convenience.

• To demonstrate the accuracy of lower bound
substitution in NOMA-VLC networks, details such as
asymptotic properties and performance boundary are
analyzed. We discover that the substitutability of our
alternative bound is feasible for VLC channels.

• This paper presents a GRPA strategy based on VLC
channel gains. Considering the indoor VLC network
environment, the home is a typical application
scenario, which involves a limited room size and few
users. For two- and three-user cases, we derive an
analytic proof that shows that our GRPA strategy is
better than the reported strategy in previous papers
[11, 26].

• For a great number of users, a performance analysis
between the previously reported strategy and our
strategy is performed by numerical simulations.
Experimental results show that the average user data
rate of NOMA is greater than that of OMA, and our
GRPA strategy outperforms that previous strategy
with the number of users not limited to three.

2 Methodology
2.1 Channel gain of VLC
The entire coverage of a single AP LED suspended from
the ceiling of a room is defined as a LiFi single cell. The
users within a cell use the photo diode (PD) as the VLC
signal receiver. Due to the low mobility and line of sight
(LOS) within a limited indoor area, the Doppler frequency
shift and multi-path effect can be disregarded. Hence, the
indoor VLC signal model can be referred to as a Lamber-
tian radiation model [6]. Considering that the VLC signal
in the LOS path is the main energy component, we denote
the VLC channel gain for the k-th user as (1) shows.

hk = (m + 1)A
2πd2k

·cosm (φk) ·Tfilter ·g (ψk) ·cos (ψk) (1)

where m is the order of Lambertian emission, A is the
physical area of the PD detector, dk is the distance
between an LED transmitter and a PD receiver of the k-
th user, φk is the angle of irradiance of the k-th user, ψk is
the angle of incidence of the k-th user, Tfilter is a constant
of an optical filter gain, and g (ψk) is the gain of an optical
concentrator of the k-th user.
In addition,m and g (ψk) are given by (2) and (3), respec-

tively.�1/2 is the semi-angle of the LED,�FOV is the width
of the angle field of vision at a PD receiver, and n is a
constant of a refractive index.

m = − 1
log2

(
cos

(
�1/2

)) (2)

g (ψk) =
{

n2
sin2(�FOV )

, 0 ≤ ψk ≤ �FOV

0 ,ψk > �FOV
(3)

As shown in Fig. 1, the height L and the radius rk of the
k-th user can be substituted for dk in (4), where ρ is a
constant equal to A·Tfilter ·g(ψk)

2π .

hk =
(A·Tfilter ·g(ψk)

2π

)
· (m + 1) · Lm+1

(
r2k + L2

)m+3
2

= ρ · (m + 1) · Lm+1

(
r2k + L2

)m+3
2

(4)

For the PD receiver of the k-th user, the received electrical
signal power PRk is derived by the transmitted optical sig-
nal power PTk and optical-electrical conversion efficiency
constant γ as follows.

PRk = γ · hk · PTk (5)

2.2 GRPA of NOMA in VLC
In NOMA, users with poor channel quality are allocated
more signal power than others to guarantee the data rate
of cell-edge users. If the number of users within a VLC
cell is K, the channel gains of the users can be listed in
increasing order as follows.

h1 < h2 < · · · < hk < · · · < hK (6)

Based on the principle of NOMA, the users in a cell
share the fixed transmitted optical signal power PT and
are reassigned the respective signal power as follows. The
parameter ak is the factor of the redistributive signal
power.

Fig. 1 VLC channel model
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a1·PT>a2·PT> · · ·> ak ·PT> · · · >aK ·PT , s.t.
K∑

k=1
ak = 1

(7)

The received signal transmitted from the LED to the
k-th user is assumed in (8), where sk denotes the on-
off keying (OOK) signal and nk denotes the zero-mean
Gaussian noise caused by many independent sources
[7, 10, 25, 30, 31].

Yk = γ · PT · hk ·
K∑

i=1
ai · si + nk (8)

In VLC systems, intensity modulation and direct detec-
tion (IM/DD) is employed for signal modulation and
detection. It is reasonable to model an IM/DD channel as
an additive white Gaussian noise channel [7, 31].

2.3 User data rate bound
The user data rate can be expressed diversely under differ-
ent constraints as follows.

• Several studies [9, 10, 15] have continued to use the
Shannon capacity formula, which may not be
accessible without the maximizing input distribution.
However, the bound can be referred to as the
achievable bound. The signal to interference plus
noise ratio (SINR) for the k-th user in (9) is usually
used to measure the VLC user data rate [9, 23, 32, 33],
where N0 is a constant noise power spectral density
and B is a constant VLC bandwidth.

SINRk = (γ · hk · ak · PT)2

K∑

i=k+1
(γ · hk · ai · PT)2 + N0B

, k < K (9)

• On the other hand, no exact closed-form expression for
the VLC channel capacity has yet been established due
to constraints of the input VLC signals. Instead, the u
se of several tight capacity bounds [7, 25, 30, 31, 34] is
more practical to approach the channel capacity in
VLC performance analysis. Due to the different
constraints imposed on the VLC system, the
expression of the lower bound is different.

If input VLC signals with an average power constraint
are assumed, different data rate bounds in the two cases of
inter-symbol interference (ISI) [7, 16, 30, 34] and ISI-free
[31, 34] are deduced. If Successive Interference Cancella-
tion (SIC) [10, 11, 18, 29] is deployed in VLC receivers,
the NOMA-VLC typical scenario is a single cell with inter-
user interference. Hence, according to the conditions of
ISI, the achievable data rate of NOMA-VLC users for the
k-th user can be approximately indicated as (10), where
the Euler number e and π are the determined values.

Note that the transmit symbols of the baseband signals are
uniformly distributed over the symbol interval [−1, 1].

Ratek (hk , ak) = B
2

· log2
(
1 + 2

πe
· SINRk

)
, k < K

(10)

arg max
a1,··· ,ak ,··· ,aK

K∑

k=1
Ratek (hk , ak) (11)

Based on the VLC channel gain hk , the optimization tar-
get of GRPA is to select the optimal parameter ak for the
throughput maximization of the VLC network system as
follows.

Rate′k (hk , ak) = B′ · log2 (1 + η · SINRk) , k < K (12)

For the convenience in establishing the general mathemat-
ical forms of VLC relationships, this paper proposes (12)
of Shannon theory [9, 10, 15] to perform a comparison
analysis between NOMA-VLC GRPA strategies, which
yields results equivalent to those produced by strategy
comparisons. The reasons are as follows.

• NOMA utilizes the whole available bandwidth,
whose efficiency can be normalized. We can regard
the bandwidth as a common factor that can be
extracted and treat 2

πe as a constant η.
• For the same bound, two strategies denoted as OurS

and PLS would generate two numerical SINR values
denoted as 
1 and 
2, respectively. For the lower
bounds (10) and (12), the comparison relationships
can be indicated as (13) and (14).

Ratek(hk ,OurS) − Ratek (hk ,PLS)
bandwidth

= log2

(
1 + 2

πe · 
1

1 + 2
πe · 
2

)

(13)

Rate′k(hk ,OurS) − Rate′k(hk ,PLS)
bandwidth′ = log2

(
1 + η · 
1
1 + η · 
2

)

(14)

It is clear that the contrasting relationships of positives
and negatives discussed for the bound (10) is equiva-
lent to those discussed for the bound (12). Although (10)
and (12) have different physical meanings, the consistency
of those mathematical forms to a certain extent reflects
that both have common laws in the derivation of math-
ematical relationships. For the abovementioned reasons,
we can use Shannon theory for convenience in estab-
lishing equivalence mathematically and ensure that our
derivation applies to both (10) and (12).

2.4 Motivation of GRPA strategy design
There are two types of methods for solving the above-
mentioned problem: the numerical search method in
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which the mathematical form of the optimization
target hardly yields an analytical solution and strat-
egy design, which is adopted in this paper. To focus
on the design of GRPA strategies in NOMA-VLC
networks [11, 26], presented ideas in which the
design of the power allocation factor may follow
the channel gains. Several studies [11, 23, 26, 35, 36] on
GRPA strategy design are principally based on the inverse
ratio, with an ascending order distribution of the channel
gain, as similar as a power law strategy.

• Power law strategy (PLS) [11, 26]: Previous studies’
factor strategy is discussed in (15).

ak =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1

1+
(
h1
h2

)2+
(
h1
h2

)2·
(
h1
h3

)3···+
K∏

i=2

(
h1
hi

)i , k = 1

K∏

i=2

(
h1
hi

)i

1+
(
h1
h2

)2+
(
h1
h2

)2·
(
h1
h3

)3···+
K∏

i=2

(
h1
hi

)i , 2 ≤ k ≤ K

(15)

• Our strategy (OurS): This paper’s GRPA factor
strategy is discussed in (16). Using hk to compute ak ,
this paper presents a revision for degrading the power
counting of h1

hk as our strategy.

ak =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1
1+

(
h1
h2

)
+···+

(
h1
hk

) , k = 1
(
h1
hk

)

1+
(
h1
h2

)
+···+

(
h1
hk

) , 2 ≤ k ≤ K
(16)

In the following sections, this paper provides rigorous
proofs of two- and three- user cases to demonstrate that
our strategy is better than the power law strategy and dis-
cusses the result of numerical simulations to demonstrate
that our method retains its inherent advantages withmore
than three users.

3 Performance evaluation of GRPA strategy
3.1 NOMA-VLC GRPA in the two-user case
3.1.1 Two-user basic throughputmodel
Without loss of generality, this subsection focuses on the
case of two users. The VLC channel gains of two users can
be sorted as 0 < h1 < h2 with the normalization of the
fixed transmitted optical signal power PT. For the equiv-
alent and general mathematical model, (12) without loss
of generality (η = 1) is selected to transform the problem
into (17), where the constraint follows a1 + a2 = 1, 1 >

a1 > a2 > 0.

arg max
a1,a2

[

log2

(

1 + (γ h1a1)2

(γ h1a2)2 + N0B

)

+ log2

(

1 + (γ h2a2)2

N0B

)]

(17)

The two users’ problem of (17) is equivalent to arg max
a1,a2

S2

including (18).

S2 =
(

1 + (γ h1a1)2

(γ h1a2)2 + N0B

)

·
(

1 + (γ h2a2)2

N0B

)

(18)

3.1.2 Our alternative bound in the two-usermodel
The mathematical form of (18) creates a certain difficulty
in comparing different strategies. This paper presents the
asymptotic lower bound of (18) to ensure the strategies
are comparable as shown in (19). Note that the hypoth-
esis that (19) is the asymptotic lower bound of (18) is
supported by the relationship among VLC channel gains.

S′
2 = 1 + (γ h1a1)2 + (γ h2a2)2

N0B
(19)

First, the accuracy of the lower bound can be certified by (20).

S2 − S′
2 =

(
γ 2h1a1a2

)2 · (h22 − h21
)

N0B · [(h1a2)2 + N0B
] > 0 (20)

Second, (21) can be obtained by (4), where � is indicated
by (22). Equations (21) and (22) ensure that the asymp-
totic behaviour of an asymptotic lower bound should be
as homologous as an approximate objective, which guar-
antees that the analysis of each strategy can be performed
rationally and comparably. Once VLC APs are deployed,
the light angles and layout are determined. Therefore,
according to the relationship h1 < h2, �1 > �2 can be
given as well as r1 > r2.

S2 − S′
2 = (h1a2) · (γ 2a1

)2 · (h22 − h21
)

N0B ·
[
h1a2 + N0B

h1a2

]

≤ (h1a2) · (γ 2a1
)2 · (h22 − h21

)

(N0B)
3
2

=
(
γ 2a1

)2a2
(
ρ (m + 1) Lm+1)3

(N0B)
3
2

·
(

�2
1 − �2

2
�3

1 · �2
2

)

(21)

�1 = (
r21 + L2

)m+3
2 ,�2 = (

r22 + L2
)m+3

2 (22)
Third, the gap between S2 and S′

2 is analyzed.

• When the number of user K increases, the limited
cell coverage becomes crowded. If we choose any two
users from the total K users, two users’ radii may be
approximate and two channel gains may be
converging; thus, (23) can be inferred.

lim
K→+∞,(r1−r2)→0

(
S2 − S′

2
) = 0 (23)

• For the case in which the number of users K is two,
we analyze the performance difference between two
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targets in the worst communication situation to
demonstrate the compact boundary of our target in (24).

lim
K=2,r1>r2

(
S2 − S′2

)

≤ lim
K=2,r1>r2

(γ 2a1)
2a2(ρ(m+1)Lm+1)

3

(N0B)
3
2

·
(

1
�1·�2

2
− 1

�3
1

)

≤
[
1 −

(
r22+L2

r21+L2

)m+3]
· S2

(24)

• Based on the definition of an asymptotic lower bound
and the pre-condition of (23), (25) can be proven to
indicate the uniform asymptotic relationship between
S2 and S′

2.

lim
K→+∞,h1→h2

S2
S′
2

= lim
K→+∞

(
(γh1a1)2+(γh1a2)2+N0B
(γh1a1)2+(γh2a2)2+N0B

· (γh2a2)
2+N0B

(γh1a2)2+N0B

)

=1

(25)

In summary, (19), as a performance bound of the acces-
sible user rate, can be substituted for (18) while retaining
the same functional behaviour.

3.1.3 Strategy comparison of two-usermodel
For the target S′

2, the comparison is equivalent to (26),
where a1 + a2 = 1.

arg max
a1,a2

S′
2 ⇔ arg max

a1,a2
S′′

2, S′′
2 = (h1a1)2 + (h2a2)2

(26)

When the number of users is two, the factor allocation of
the power law strategy (PLS) is indicated as (27), and the
system throughput can be indicated by (28).

PLS : a1 = h22
h21 + h22

, a2 = h21
h21 + h22

(27)

PL_S′′
2

�= S′′
2 (PLS : a1, a2) = h21h

2
2(

h21 + h22
) (28)

Our strategy is expressed as (29) and (30).

OurS : a1 = h2
h1 + h2

, a2 = h1
h1 + h2

(29)

Our_S′′
2

�= S′′
2 (OurS : a1, a2)= 2h21h

2
2

(h1 + h2)2
= h21h

2
2

1
2 (h1 + h2)2

(30)

Based on mean value inequality, (31) is proved. Therefore,
for the two-user sum rate in a VLC network system, our
strategy is better than the power law strategy.

1
2 (h1 + h2)2 <

(
h21 + h22

) ⇔ 0 < (h1 − h2)2
⇒ PL_S′′

2 < Our_S′′
2

(31)

3.2 NOMA-VLC GRPA in the three-user case
3.2.1 Three-user GRPAmodel
For a three-user model, the alternative bound target can
be improved as indicated by (32) and (33), where h1 <

h2 < h3 and a1 > a2 > a3 are pre-conditions. As a rea-
sonable approximation, (33) can be verified by (23)-(25)
as well.

S′
3 = 1 + (γ h1a1)2 + (γ h2a2)2+(γ h3a3)2

N0B
(32)

arg max
a1,a2,a3

S′
3⇔ arg max

a1,a2,a3
S′′

3, S′′
3=(h1a1)2+(h2a2)2+(h3a3)2

(33)

The factor allocation forms in the three-user model are as
follows.

• Power law strategy: The three-user factor forms are
given by (34), and the target is indicated by (35).

a1 = h22h
2
3

h21h
3
3 + h22h

3
3 + h51

, a2 = h21h
2
3

h21h
3
3 + h22h

3
3 + h51

,

a3 = h51
h21h

3
3 + h22h

3
3 + h51

(34)

PL_S′′
3 = h21h

4
2h

6
3 + h41h

2
2h

6
3 + h101 h23(

h21h
3
2 + h22h

3
3 + h51

)2 (35)

• Our strategy: The three-user factor forms are given
by (36), and the target is indicated by (37).

a1 = h2h3
h1h2 + h2h3 + h1h3

, a2 = h1h3
h1h2 + h2h3 + h1h3

,

a3 = h1h2
h1h2 + h2h3 + h1h3

(36)

Our_S′′
3 = h21h

2
2h

2
3

1
3 (h1h2 + h2h3 + h1h3)2

(37)

3.2.2 Comparison between power law strategy and our
strategy

Due to the complex mathematical form of the power
law strategy, we perform the following comparison in the
approximate forms. Within crowds of VLC UDN, an opti-
cal attocell is much smaller than domestic femtocells or
WiFi coverage, so that wemake an approximate numerical
calculation h61 ≈ h42h

2
3 under the equal power counting.

After we substitute (4) into (35) and (37), (38) and (39) are
derived, where θ = (m + 3) is positive according to (2)
and x, y, z are as indicated in (40).
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PL_S′′
3 ≈(

ρ (θ − 2) Lθ−2)2 · x8θ + y6θz2θ + y4θz4θ
(
x5θ + x3θy2θ + y2θz3θ

)2

(38)

Our_S′′
3 = 3

(
ρ (θ − 2) Lθ−2)2
(
xθ + yθ + zθ

)2 (39)

x =
√
r21 + L2, y =

√
r22 + L2, z =

√
r23 + L2

(40)

Due to the NOMA-VLC pre-conditions of (6) and (7),
the relationship among x, y, and z can be inferred as (41)
with θ > 0. Note that the typical indoor scenario of a
VLC single cell is that a VLC AP on the room ceiling cov-
ers a circle for communication, as shown in Fig. 1. Indoor
architecture standards [37–39] indicate that the height
between overhead illuminants on the ceiling and user
receivers should exceed 1 m. (41) indicates that the radii
of user positions are distributed between zero and maxi-
mum available communication radius by FOV.Hence, (41)
is the defined domain of the radius, which can be adapted
to a broad class of typical indoor scenarios.

h1 < h2 < h3 ⇔ 0 < r3 < r2 < r1 < rmax

⇔ 1 < L < z < y < x <

√
r2max + L2 (41)

(1) General NOMA-VLC user scenario: inequality con-
dition To compare Our_S′′

3 with PL_S′′
3 , the general VLC

scenario is applied, where the VLC channel gains of each
user follow the strict inequality h1 < h2 < h3 ⇒ x > y >

z. Due to the unavailability of equivalency among h1, h2
and h3, the ratio and mean value inequality methods are
exploited in (42) and (43). Discussing whether the ratio
Our_S′′

3/PL_S′′
3 is greater than 1 is our goal.

Our_S′′
3

PL_S′′
3

= 3
(
x5θ + x3θy2θ + y2θz3θ

)2
(
xθ + yθ + zθ

)2 · (x8θ + y6θz2θ + y4θz4θ
)

(42)

>

(
x5θ + x3θy2θ + y2θz3θ

)2
(
x2θ + y2θ + z2θ

) · (x8θ + y6θz2θ + y4θz4θ
)

�=
QOur_S′′

3

QPL_S′′
3

(43)

We denote the molecule and denominator of (43) as (44)
and (45), respectively. It is evident that Q1

Our_S′′
3
is equal

to Q1
PL_S′′

3
.

QOur_S′′
3

=(
x5θ + x3θy2θ + y2θz3θ

)2

=(
x10θ + x8θy2θ + y4θz6θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q1
Our_S′′3

+(
x8θy2θ + 2x5θy2θz3θ + 2x3θy4θz3θ + x6θy4θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q2
Our_S′′3

(44)

QPL_S′′
3

= (
x2θ + y2θ + z2θ

) · (x8θ + y6θ z2θ + y4θ z4θ
)

= (
x10θ + x8θ y2θ + y4θ z6θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q1
PL_S′′3

+ (
x8θ z2θ + 2y6θ z4θ + x2θ y6θ z2θ + x2θ y4θ z4θ + y8θ z2θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q2
PL_S′′3

(45)

WhenQ1
Our_S′′

3
= Q1

PL_S′′
3
, we should illustrate the relation-

shipQ2
Our_S′′

3
> Q2

PL_S′′
3
further by analytic solutions. Using

the difference between Q2
Our_S′′

3
and Q2

PL_S′′
3
, we should

prove that the difference (46) is positive. Based on (41), it
is clear that Q2

(1) > 0 and Q2
(2) > 0 in (46).

• If Q2
(3) ≥ 0, the difference (Q2

Our_S′′
3
− Q2

PL_S′′
3
) should

be positive.
• If Q2

(3) < 0, due to the relationship x8θ > x2θy4θz2θ ,
we can establish (47) to remain the positive.

Q2
Our_S′′

3
−Q2

PL_S′′
3
= 2y2θ z3θ

(
x5θ − y4θ zθ

) + y4θ
(
x6θ − y4θ z2θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q2

(1)

+ x8θ
(
y2θ − z2θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q2

(2)

+ x2θ y4θ z2θ
(
2xθ zθ − z2θ − y2θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q2

(3)

(46)

Q2
Our_S′′

3
− Q2

PL_S′′
3

= Q2
(1)+Q2

(2)+Q2
(3)

> Q2
(1) + x8θ

(
y2θ − z2θ

)

+ x8θ
(
2xθzθ − z2θ − y2θ

)

= Q2
(1) + 2x8θ

(
xθ − zθ

)
zθ

> 0

(47)

Based on (42)–(47), conclusion (48) can be drawn.

Our_S′′
3

PL_S′′
3

>
Q1
Our_S′′

3
+ Q2

Our_S′′
3

Q1
PL_S′′

3
+ Q2

PL_S′′
3

> 1 (48)

(2) Special NOMA-VLC user scenario: local equality
condition In special VLC scenarios, the 3-user channel
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gains may be equal in pairs as indicated by (49), and (43)
may not be available.

{
0 < h1 = h2 < h3 ⇒ x = y > z > 1
0 < h1 < h2 = h3 ⇒ x > y = z > 1 (49)

• x = y > z: In (50), it is obvious that
partOur

1 > partPLS1 , partOur
2 > partPLS2 and

partOur
3 > partPLS3 because of (49) and θ > 0.

Our_S′′
3

PL_S′′
3

= 3
(
2x5θ + x2θ z3θ

)2
(
2xθ + zθ

)2 · (x8θ + x6θ z2θ + x4θ z4θ
)

=

(
12x10θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partOur

1

+ (
9x7θ z3θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partOur

2(
4x10θ + 4x8θ z2θ + 4x9θ zθ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partPLS1

+ (
4x7θ z3θ + 5x6θ z4θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partPLS2

+

(
2x4θ z6θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partOur

3

+ (
3x7θ z3θ + x4θ z6θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partOur

4(
x4θ z6θ + z10θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partPLS3

+ (
4x5θ z5θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partPLS4

(50)

partOur
4 − partPLS4 = 3x7θ z3θ + x4θ z6θ − 4x5θ z5θ

= x4θ z3θ
(
x2θ − z2θ + 3xθ zθ + 2x2θ

) (
xθ − zθ

)

> 0
(51)

To demonstrate the hypothesis that
Our_S′′

3 > PL_S′′, the condition holding
partOur

4 > partPLS4 should be valid. Due to the validity
of (51), partOur

4 > partPLS4 is true, and our strategy is
better than the power law strategy in this special case.

• x > y = z: In (52), it is obvious that
partOur

5 = partPLS5 , partOur
6 > partPLS6 ,

partOur
7 > partPLS7 , and partOur

8 > partPLS8 . The
relationship between partOur

9 and partPLS9 can be
given by (53). Hence, in this special case, our strategy
is better than the power law strategy.

Our_S′′
3

PL_S′′
3

= 3
(
x5θ + x3θ y2θ + y5θ

)2
(
xθ + 2yθ

)2 · (x8θ + 2y8θ
)

=

(
x10θ+4x8θ y2θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partOur

5

+ (
3y10θ + 5x3θ y7θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partOur

6

+ (
x3θ y7θ + x6θ y4θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partOur

7(
x10θ+4x8θ y2θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partPLS5

+ (
8y10θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partPLS6

+ (
2x2θ y8θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partPLS7

+

(
6x5θ y5θ + 2x6θ y4θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partOur

8

+ (
2x10θ + 2x8θ y2θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partOur

9(
8xθ y9θ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partPLS8

+ (
4x9θ yθ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
partPLS9

(52)

partOur
9 − partPLS9 = 2x10θ + 2x8θy2θ − 4x9θyθ

= 2
(
xθ − yθ

)2 · x8θ > 0 (53)

4 Results and discussion
4.1 The SNR distribution in a single VLC cell
As indicated in Table 1, the relevant simulation parame-
ters are as reported in [1, 6, 10, 11]. If the room is 6 m long
and 6 m wide, Fig. 2 gives the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
distribution from a single LED at height of 2.5m located in
the centre of the room. Figure 2 indicates the inhomoge-
neous received signal strength of each sub-area size when
�1/2 = 60° and �FOV = 60°. In Fig. 2, it can be envisioned
that edge users may exist in sub-areas of the poor commu-
nication quality region with the growing number of total
users in a single cell.

4.2 Comparisons of two- and three-user cases
In this subsection, we focus on the typical application sce-
nario of VLC networks supporting two or three indoor
family users. According to the parameters shown in Fig. 2
and Monte Carlo simulations performed at each angle,
Fig. 3 compares two NOMA-VLC GRPA strategies with
different �1/2 and fixed �FOV . If the index of the average
user data rate (AUDR) is evaluated, Fig. 3 shows that our
GRPA strategy has a better AUDR than does the power
law strategy.
When �FOV = 60°, each multi-access method may

yield the best performance at approximately �1/2 =
35° in two- and three-user cases. As �1/2 increases,
the performance of each multi-access method increases
first and then decreases with �1/2 > 35°. For the
two power control strategies, Fig. 3 shows four curves
of multi-access methods exhibiting similar increasing-
decreasing trends, which indicates that not only signal
power allocation but also illumination parameters can
affect the performance of per capita throughput in a
VLC network.
According to (4), the conclusion regarding the effect

on AUDR in Fig. 3 based on the original target can be
explained by our alternative target as well. If�FOV is fixed,
then g (ψk) and ρ are fixed. When �1/2 increases from
10° to 60°, the order of Lambertian emissionm decreases,
as indicated by (2). In addition, regardless of factor val-
ues such as ak and τk based on either strategy, the user
data rate retains a monotonicity similar to that shown in
Fig. 3. Therefore, the following realistic assumptions can
be reached.

• �1/2 is the unique independent variable of
Lambertian emission order m.

• Log2 (•) will not transform the increasing

monotonicity of
K∑

k=1
(γ hkak)2 into the decreasing

monotonicity.
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Table 1 Reference parameters

Symbol Name Value

γ Optical-electrical conversion efficiency 0.5(A/W)

a1, a2, · · · , aK GRPA factor 0 < aK < · · · < a2 < a1 < 1

�FOV Angle field of vision 60°

�1/2 Semi-angle 60°

A Area of PD 10−4
(
m2

)

Tfilter Gain of an optical filter 1

n Refractive index 1.5

g (ψk = �FOV ) Gain of an optical concentrator 3

ρ A · Tfilter · g (ψk) /2π ρ ≈ 5 × 10−5

m = −1/log2
(
cos

(
�1/2 = 60°

))
Order of Lambertian emission 1

L Height of the LED above receivers 2.5(m)

N0 Noise power spectral density 10−19
(
A2/Hz

)

B Bandwidth of a single LED 20(MHz)

PT Transmitted power of a single LED 2(W)

ROOM Room size 6 × 6
(
m2

)

• If a user located in the coverage of a VLC AP follows
a uniform distribution, in polar coordinates, the
radius of a point or user is determined from the
density f (r) = 2rk

(rmax)2
, where rk is the radius of the

k-th user and rmax is the maximum radius of
available received coverage. Focusing on the two-user
case and Fig. 2, we can choose two users from a

sufficient number of users and rmax = 3, which is
related to room size. The expectation average radius
r̄k of two users is approximately equal to the centroid
of a sufficient number of users, as indicated by (54).

r̄k =
∫ rmax
0 f (rk) · rkdrk∫ rmax
0 f (rk) drk

= 2
3
rmax (54)

Fig. 2 The distribution of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
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Fig. 3 The AUDR comparison in two- and three-user cases with �FOV = 60°

• Given ρ, rk , fixed �FOV , and the definite values of
power allocation factors, we focus on the relationship
between �1/2 and the two-user data rate in
NOMA-VLC networks, as indicated by (55).

• The parameters of our alternative target forms are
the same as those of the original target in Fig. 3.

∂

⎛

⎜
⎝1 +

K∑

k=1
(γ hkak)2

N0B

⎞

⎟
⎠

∂m
=

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∂
K∑

k=1
(γ hkak)2

∂m

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

= 0

(55)

lim
K→+∞,k∈K

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

∂
2∑

k=1
(γhkak)2

∂m

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

≈
∂E

[
h̄2k

]

∂m

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣∣
E[r̄k ],|k|=2

=
2ρLm+1 · ln

(

e ·
(

L2
r̄2k+L2

)m+1
2

)

(
r̄2k + L2

)m+3
2

= 0
(56)

m∗ = 2

ln
(

r̄2k+L2
L2

) − 1
(57)

After we reduce the mathematical form of (55) to the two-
user situation, (57) yields the extremal solution ofm based
on (56). In our alternative bound, (56) and (57) can indi-
cate that the user data rate grows in the left region of

the extremum of m∗ and decreases in the right region of
extremum of m∗ with fixed user number. If the parame-
ters listed in Table 1 and r̄k = 2

3 rmax are given, m∗ = 3.04
and �1/2 ≈ 37.2° are obtained by the alternative target, in
agreement with Fig. 3 for the original target.
On the other hand, this conclusion generated by our

alternative target is similar to that reached in [10]. In [10],
LEDs with a semi-angle of 35° yielded nearly optimal per-
formance with the GRPA of NOMA, and the extremum of
the semi-angle increased with the number of users.
Hence, we prove that the monotonicity of Fig. 3 is the

same as that indicated by the analysis of our alternative
target. The monotonicity analysis indicates that the use
of our lower bound is effective in solving the original
problem with the suitable functional behaviour.

4.3 Comparisons between original and alternative targets
According to the parameters shown in Fig. 2, the orthog-
onal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) and
NOMA strategies are analyzed in Fig. 4. The user posi-
tions are generated by a uniform distribution via Monte
Carlo simulation. For OFDMA [40, 41] as (58) shows,
when the transmitted power is fixed, the power allocation
using a water-filling strategy and fixed power equiparti-
tion are denoted as (59) and (60), respectively.

RateOFDMA (hk , τk)=τk · B · log2
(

1+ (γ · hk · τk · PT)2

N0 · B · τk

)

(58)

τk = hk∑

k∈K
hk

(59)

τ ′
k = 1

|Users| (60)
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Fig. 4 The AUDR comparison among multi-access methods with �1/2 = �FOV = 60°

For NOMA strategies, this subsection discusses the
approximate function property between the original tar-
get of (61) and our alternative target of (62). Figure 4 is
obtained to analyze the performance difference between
the two targets.

target = log2

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

(

1+ (γ hKaK )2

N0B

)

·
K−1∏

k=1

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
1+ (γ hkak)2

N0B +
K∑

i=k+1
(γ hkai)2

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(61)

our alternative bound = log2

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
1 +

K∑

k=1
(γ hkak)2

N0B

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(62)

In Fig. 4, the convergence of two-target function mono-
tonicity is confirmed. An alternative target is proposed
in this paper because NOMA-VLC GRPA strategies are
difficult to compare with respect to the original tar-
get. Figure 4 indicates that the revised mathematical
form of the alternative target offers an appropriate lower
bound for convenient of NOMA-VLC GRPA strategy
comparisons.

4.4 Comparisons with more users
4.4.1 Fixed�1/2 and�FOV

In this subsection, we focus on the performance of the
proposed strategy with multiple users (i.e., more than
three users). With the increase in the number of users
inside the room, the gap between NOMA and OMA

decreases, as shown in Fig. 4. This behaviour implies
that our strategy outperforms other methods involving
multiple users as well. Our NOMA-VLC GRPA strat-
egy achieves the greater variance around the horizontal
ordinate point of four users compared with the power
law strategy. In addition, (24) reveals a good asymptotic
match, where the gap between the original and alternative
targets decreases as the number of users increases, which
is reflected in Fig. 4 as well. Therefore, Fig. 4 indicates that
the NOMA is worth being popularized and that our GRPA
strategy of NOMA is better than the power law strategy.

4.4.2 Varied�1/2 and�FOV

Based on the same parameters listed in Table 1, except
�1/2 and �FOV , Fig. 5 is obtained by the variation of �1/2
and �FOV to observe the influence of light angles on two
GRPA strategies involving multiple users.
When �FOV is fixed as shown in Fig. 5a, the decrease

in �1/2 indicates that the shrinking coverage of a VLC
cell leads to the light beamform concentration. In Fig. 5a,
when users are few, the AUDR with �1/2 = 30° is better
than that with �1/2 = 50° in both our strategy and power
law strategy. When the number of users grows, two per-
formance curves of �1/2 = 30° and �1/2 = 50° in the
power law strategy have the intersection point. Moreover,
as the number of users increases, the AUDR in our strat-
egy is better than that in the power law strategy, when
�1/2 is distributed between 30° and 50°. Even in the worst
VLC channel environment with �1/2 = 10°, our strategy
maintains a narrow advantage over the power law strat-
egy. When �1/2 is fixed as Fig. 5b shows, the increase in
�FOV causes a decrease in g (ψk) and hk according to (3).
The performance of our strategy and power law strategy
may be reduced as �FOV increases to 60°, and our strategy
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a

b

Fig. 5 The AUDR comparison between our strategy and power law strategy with an increasing number of users. a Comparison of NOMA-VLC GRPA
strategies with fixed �FOV . b Comparison of NOMA-VLC GRPA strategies with fixed �1/2

outperforms the power law strategy with varied �1/2 and
the same �FOV .
As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, our strategy yields suitable

performance even under the worst receiving conditions,
such as small angles of �1/2 and �FOV , with better AUDR
performance than that of the power law strategy. The cou-
ple, i.e., �1/2 = 30° and �FOV = 40°, results in the highest
AUDR via our strategy, indicating that any unilateral vari-
ety of �1/2 or �FOV cannot sufficiently elevate the VLC
network throughput.

5 Conclusions
Considering the inadequate processing capacity of VLC
user receiver equipment, this paper dissects the solutions

of the GRPA strategy for low complexity and convenient
realization. The authors present a novel GRPA strategy of
NOMA based on VLC channel gains and provide both
analytic and numerical solutions. Comparisons between
our strategy and power law strategy are performed based
on an alternative bound proved by this paper. Two- and
three-user cases show a better performance bound using
our strategy, which is inextricably linked to VLC chan-
nel gains. Experimental results indicate that our strategy
outperforms the previous strategy and OMA when the
number of VLC users increases. The pre-condition of
proof is established based on an illuminant height greater
than 1 m, which is applicable to broad indoor scenar-
ios. In addition, both light angle parameters and power
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allocation may affect the performance of NOMA in VLC
networks, which deserves further research involving joint
optimization.
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